Apoptosis in zebrafish embryos: removing cells from inappropriate locations.
The purpose of this study was to analyze by transmission electron microscopy the morphology and dynamics of the excess cells remaining in the truncated tail of the zebrafish compound mutant, knypek;no tail (kny;ntl). We mainly focused on two periods during tail extension: first, the stage when the primordia of both notochord and spinal cord should be already formed; second, the stage when morphogenesis of the tail is almost complete. Not only double mutants but also wild-type (wt) embryos were examined to compare with. A massive wave of morphologically normal apoptotic cellular death was detected by 22 h of development in the kny;ntl compound mutants. However, apoptosis was a rare event in the tail of wt embryos. We described the ultrastructural features and possible evolution of the apoptotic cells in the tail region, and also assayed the distribution of apoptotic cells in the different tissues conforming the tail: the covering epithelium or epidermis, the bulk of mesenchymal tissue, and the primordia of the spinal cord and the notochord. Huge amounts of apoptotic bodies were found in the mesenchymal tissue of the double-mutant embryos, just the location where excess cells are erroneously accumulated inside the truncated tail. This fact, together with striking findings regarding both some morphological aspects and the distribution of apoptosis, is discussed and suggested to be an indirect consequence of the genetic defects in kny;ntl mutants.